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AN

EPIC AFRICAN WAR DRAMA.
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INTRODUCTION
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ADOWA is an African based episodic television series.
A true-story EPIC WAR DRAMA unfolding on the African continent from
1820-1900s.
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At the end of the 19th century, most of Africa has been carved up among
the various European colonial powers. In 1895, the kingdom of Italy had
set its covetous eyes on the kingdom of Ethiopia and embarked on the
final European conquest of an African nation.
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Waiting for them at ADOWA, in northern Ethiopia, were
EMPEROR MENELIK II & his wife EMPRESS TAITU BITUL, with
their gallant generals at the helm of a unified force; RAS MENGESHA &
RAS ALULA of Tigray; RAS MEKONNEN of Harrar; RAS MICHAEL
of Wollo; RAS TEKLEHAIMANOT of Gojjam, and thousands upon
thousands of patriotic men and women warriors from across the kingdom,
all of them united and willed, the Ethiopians triumphed over the Italians,
securing the distinction of being the ONLY African nation to squash
European colonization and remain independent.
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The victory at the battle of ADOWA was not only a defining moment
for the Ethiopians but also a signal event of our times — the defeat of a
European power by united black Africans was the beginning of the eventual end of European global hegemony on the African continent and beyond,
ushering in era of the rise of Africans and their black descendants on the
world stage that continues to unfold before us today.
ADOWA is an African based episodic series that looks at the
essential power of African unity through the eyes of THREE EMPERORS
who founded the modern state of Ethiopia by reuniting the ancient Abyssinian Empire in defense of a mounting aggression by European colonizers who had begun to advance on the African continent in the 1800s.
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The Battle of Adowa
Stock Image: Shumberg Library Center
for Black Research.
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THE LION OF MAGDELLA
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(Part One)
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EMPEROR TEWODROS II 1820-1870.
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Emperor Tewodros with his pet lions.
Stock Image: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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We begin with Emperor Tewodros who was born as KASSA
HAILU in 1818 in Qwara, near a rough border town close to Sudan in
western Ethiopia. After the sudden disappearance of his father, Ato HAILU WOLDE GIYORGIS due to an assassination by the powerful regional
leader of western Ethiopia – Dejazmach MARU of the West – young Kassa had to flee his home and was raised by his mother – Etye ATETGEB
– who later abandoned him. Kassa was rescued by his half-brother/uncle
Dejazmach KINFU, the inheritor of Maru’s fortunes who became one of
the fierce regional rulers of western Ethiopia during the warring era of
Zemene Mesafent.
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A Nineteeth Century Ethiopian Army.
Stock Image: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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ZEMENE MESAFENT is a name given to the chaotic period in Ethiopian
history when anarchy reigned supreme and the Ethiopian kingdom was split
among competing factions. It was an era of the real “Game of Thrones” where
the level of violence across the kingdom was at its highest, with each powerful
regional leader from north, west and south, all advanced from the periphery
of the empire to challenge the center where a puppet emperor still existed
lingering in the capital metropolis of Gonder under the control of the YEJJU
DYNASTY rulers.
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Dejazmach Kinfu, a major player in the battle for the throne, who had
inherited his vast western lands from the late Dejazmach Maru with an aim to
pass it on to his own sons, would send Kassa away to a monastery for tutorial
by the monks under the pretense of education but it was really a ploy to keep
Kassa away from his rightful inheritance. It is at the monastery that young
Kassa encounters a grim massacre, brought on by a rival ruler, RAS MARYE
of the Yejju. Kassa manages to escape the gruesome slaughter of the monks
and classmates with his best friend and his future military commander,
GEBRYE, and they both join one of the many roaming bandits of the time,
beginning their apprenticeship as a Shiftas – outlaws at the age of 12.
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A depiction of Warfare during Zemena Mesafent.
Stock Image: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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Within a few years, Kassa had become a Shifta
leader but he left banditry and settled at the house
of Dejazmach GOSHU of Gojjam - a sign that
he aspired for something more. Kassa proved his
heroism on the many battlefields as a mercenary
for Goshu and other regional rulers; and soon,
his exploits had become so famous, the powerful
EMPRESS MENEN, the mother of RAS ALI, the
latest inheritor of the rule from the Yejju dynasty,
felt threatened enough to join his hand in marriage
with WIZERO TEWABECH, the daughter of Ras
Ali, the Endresse of the kingdoms.
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Kassa Hailu
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Empress Menen reluctantly gave Kassa
the governorship of Qwara, his
forbidden birthright from his father and
late half brother/uncle Dejazmach
Kinfu, in a ploy to tie him closer to the
throne but Kassa had ambitions to go
beyond the Yejju subterfuge and become
an emperor himself. Empress Menen,
aware of Kassa’s ambitions, began
questioning his weak lineage to the
“Solomonic Dynasty,” a prerequisite for
becoming an emperor in the kingdom
and Kassa, not a man to suffer indignity, decided to once again become a
Shifta! A rebel!

Emperor Tewodros and his expansion
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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It was the beginning of a series of
battles against all challengers and their
massive armies across the kingdom –
and with rapid succession of victories
against all odds, it was one the greatest transformation of a former Shifta
to becoming a legendary warrior and
finally the undisputed King of Kings
of the Ethiopian empire as Kassa took
the throne by his chosen royal name:
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EMPEROR TEWODROS II

Emperor Tewodros II
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Emperor Tewodros II, a trail-blazer king, would boldly setout to reunite
the Ethiopian kingdom, a mighty task after centuries of regional warfare and
fracture. THE GAME OF THRONES which rolled into the early nineteenth
century between the different rulers of the land had turned the empire into
a battleground. The provincial warlords from across the kingdom had fought
each other with unrelenting fury, each competing for the ultimate power – fulfilling the biblical passage from the Old Testament which their era is
referred to as “Time of the Judges” – Zemene Mesafent.
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It is the main reason Emperor Tewodros began an aggressive diplomatic
offensive with the outside world, primarily in an effort to get military support – modern weapons – to quell the fierce rebellion to his attempt to unite
the empire; and secondly, to confront the looming external threat represented
by the Turks/Egyptians but his diplomacy with the British was severed when
Emperor Tewodros, who had requested for skilled European workers to come
to his empire and help him build weapons, interpreted the lack of response to
his letter of request written to QUEEN VICTORIA as a slight to him.
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“Sebastopol“ A cannon built by hostages in Ethiopia
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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Emperor Tewodros, with his appeals rejected by the Queen and other
European colonial rulers was determined on acquiring weapons by any means
necessary and fulfill his dream of a united empire. He would turn to European missionaries and envoys living in his kingdom, with very little expertise,
but were vital in helping him construct his own gun-foundry at Gafat.
However, the unrelenting resistance from his countrymen would turn into
full blown rebellion to his rule, expediting his need for modern weapons.
The once powerful emperor, defeated and isolated by bold and powerful
rebels from across the kingdom, desperate to hold on to the throne, had
made the decision to round up all missionaries and envoys and put them in
jail as hostages at his last remaining fortress at Magdella as a last resort to
force European powers to send him weapon builders.
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The British empire, the greatest colonial power of the time, having
failed at negotiations in delivering European workers to the emperor, and
affronted to have their superiority and authority challenged by an African
king, would respond with a massive force, led by GENERAL ROBERT
NAPIER, to humble the emperor and free the European captives.

British Cargo And Soldiers in Ethiopia
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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British Army surrounding Magdella
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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The proud emperor, whose name is
synonymous with courage and dignified
defiance throughout his life would ultimately fight it out with all rebels across
the kingdom, before facing the British
forces. Emperor Tewodros would commit
suicide rather than surrender in humiliation as the 30,000 British troops arrived
and assaulted Magdella. His vision for
a unified nation, armed with modern
weapons to defend itself from outsiders would be taken up by another Kassa
hailing from the north of the Kingdom,
in Tigay, as Kassai Mercha succeeds him
after his death as Emperor Yohannes IV.

Emperor Tewodro’s Suicide.
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KASSA HAILU/EMPEROR TEWODROS II : A visionary, a restorer of
order and unity, a bloody tyrant, a nation builder
and modernizer, a “Mad-King,” a Shifta, a tragic
hero: Emperor Tewodros II has been many things
to many people and the first part of the series examines his complex life from womb to tomb. He
is one of the greatest and most influential emperors in African history and his fight for the equality and dignity of black leaders on the world stage
has elevated him to an iconic status in the Ethiopian history and beyond.
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FITWARE GEBRYE: Kassa Hailu’s best friend
from childhood; they grew up together in Qwara and he was vital to the
founding of the Emperor’s fearsome force. He followed the emperor from
his Shifta years to become his second in command during his rapid rise to
the throne – becoming his generalissimo when Kassa took the throne as
Emperor Tewodros II. He would serve him loyally to the very end until his
death in defense of Magdella, sacrificing himself for his abandoned emperor
at the battle of Argoage while fighting off against the overwhelming British
force. His death had a tremendous effect on Emperor Tewodros who would
mourn him then quickly follow him by taking his own life three days later.
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WEIZERO ATITGEB: The emperor’s much maligned mother – although
she came from a well to do family, she will be defined by her struggles and
sacrifices to support her son when her husband disappeared, becoming a
lowly “Kosso”(tape worm medicine) merchant and it is this episode that
would later be used by those in power to belittle the emperor’s humble upbringing before and after his ascension to the throne. Emperor Tewodros
will forever defend her dignity, punishing anyone, from locals to missionaries who questioned his mother’s life, demonstrating the great impact she has
had on him throughout his life.
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EMPRESS TEWABECH/TIRUWORK: The first Empress was the daughter of Ras Ali, an arranged wife to Kassa Hailu by Empress Menen to tie him
closer to the throne but when her husband began to challenge her Yejju relatives, she was not only supportive but also just as ambitious as her husband to
rule over the empire. Her unexpected death from sickness was a turning
point for Emperor Tewodros who would become unrestrained in his use of
violence. He remarried the daughter of Dejazmach Wibe of Tigray, Empress
Tiruwork, who after giving him an heir, would go on to outlive him by three
days after being taken by the British as a prisoner. It is said she died because
she was “heart-broken” after her husband’s suicide, leaving their only child,
Alemayehu Tewodros, to be taken to London where he dies as a teenager.
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DEJAZMACH MARU AKLILU: The powerful regional ruler of western
Ethiopia – feared for his iron rule and admired for his vast lands which were
simply referred to as “Ye-Maru-Qemise” – meaning the lands from which he
extracted tributes. He was an active participant in the battle for the throne
during the Zemene Mesafent, forming alliances with many other regional
leader before losing out with his defeat against Ras Yimam of the Yejju lords
at the battle of Kosso Ber. Dejazmach Maru was the one responsible for the
disappearance of Kassa’s father, Ato Hailu, after forcing him to divorce his
relative and strip him from his governorship of Qwara. Emperor Tewodros
would later fight to inherit his vast domains as his birthright after the death

Ethiopian Warriors In the Era of Zemena Mesafent.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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of Dejazmach Kinfu and his sons, and use it as a stepping stone to challenge
Empress Menen and Ras Ali for the throne in Gonder.
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DEJAZMACH KINFU: The favored inheritor of Dejazmach Maru’s vast
lands – a half-brother as well as an uncle to young Kassa – he was renowned
across the west and the frontiers for his cruel but effective form of rule
learned from Maru. He had a successful campaign against Muhammad Ali’s
invading Egyptians from the west, earning him a heroic status as a defender
of the western frontiers. Although they shared the same father, Kinfu
preferred to play the role of a jealous uncle as a tense relationship grew
between them. His failed attempting to keep Kassa from “Ye-Maru-Qemise”
in favor of his sons by sending him away to a monastery aside, the later
Emperor Tewodros would inherit some of his characteristics as a leader.
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ABUNA SALAMA III : The patriarch from
Alexandria/Egypt sent to head the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church as tradition dictates was
originally brought in by Dejazmach Wibe of
Tigray from north but after Kassa defeats and
kills him; the abuna would crown, serve and
support Emperor Tewodros for ending the
religious disputes tearing the country apart
and for favoring him over the Ichege, the
powerful Ethiopian clergy leading Christian
faction opposing his views. He would later
find him-self at odds with the Emperor over
his radical church reform policies that sought
to cut into church revenues in order to pay
his army. His opposition would eventually
make him a prisoner on Magdella, turning the deeply faithful population
against Emperor Tewodros. He dies as the emperor’s prisoner on
Magdella.
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The Imperial Castles of Gonder, the Capital Of The Ethiopian
Empire. Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black
Research.
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THE YEJJU LORDS.

The Yejju Oromo Cavalry In the Eighteenth Century
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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THE BROTHERS: RAY YIMAM AND RAS MARYE.
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The de-facto rulers of the Ethiopian empire as Endresses, guardians of the
throne in Gonder during the era of Zemene Mesafent. Ras Yimam, a rumored
Muslim, was prudent and calculating in his dealings with the many challengers to his rule, playing each regional leader against the other with shifting
alliances before his untimely death from sickness -- while Ras Marye, a Christian, who inherited the rule from him was reckless and a believer in might
be-ing right – he went on bluntly crushing every regional challenger in the
empire until his death at the battle of Debre Abbay.
MOTHER AND SON: EMPRESS MENEN AND RAS ALI.
EMPRESS MENEN : One of the most powerful rulers the Ethiopian kingdom has ever seen during the Zemene Mesafent - cunning, intelligent and
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ruthless, she engineered the rise of her son, Ras Ali to the throne at the ripe
age of thirteen and guided much of his rule. An avowed convert from Islam
to Christianity, she silenced the Muslim faction in the emperor’s court by
driving them out of power. She was able to intimidate or crush any challenger to her son’s throne until Kassa Hailu, who took her prisoner after defeating her on the battlefield. After her negotiated release, she will again march
against Kassa with her son Ras Ali but both their armies were destroyed by
the future emperor, closing the chapter of Yejju dynasty in Gonder after two
centuries of rule.
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RAS ALI : put on the throne a young age, he would
become a capable ruler as an adult – effectively crushing most of the resistance across the warring empire
and managing to keep all of the major lords subject
to his rule. Although a Christian, he would come under the influence of the Muslim faction, resulting in
his ex-communication by the church, leading to his
unpopularity as a ruler in the deeply devout Christian
kingdom. Ali was decisively defeated by Kassa at the
Battle of Ayshal, losing both his title and territories.
He will flee south to his kinsmen in Wollo where he

w
w

died at the age of 60.

THE RULING HOUSE OF TIGRAY IN THE NORTH.

w

DEJAZMACH MICHAEL SABAGIDIS: The fierce independent ruler
from the north who never acknowledged the rule of the Yejju lords was able
to trade with Europeans through his advantageous northern domains; he
amassed firearms from Europeans whom he had good relations with and
moved to challenge the Yejju for the throne. A father-in-law to Wibe, he
built alliances with Christian lords across the kingdom to challenge the Yejju
and would die at the hands of Ras Marye who rounded up all the major
lords, including his son-in-law, Wibe, and faced him at the Battle of Debre
Abbay.
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Axum, Tigray and its Obelisk’s built in the 4th Century
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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KASSAI MIRCHA : The future young inheritor
of all of Tigray in the north would come from the
province of Tambien. The son of the Shum, the
governor of Tambien, he will aid the British on
their way of confronting Emperor Tewodros on
Magdella before joining the battle for the throne.
He is the main character of the second part of Adowa after he rises to become the next emperor of
Ethiopia after the death of Emperor Tewodros II.
THE RULING HOUSE OF SEMIEN.

FATHER TO SONS: DEJAZMACH HAILE MARIAM TO RAS WIBE.
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DEJAZMACH HAILE MARIAM: A relative of the late Sabagidis, he ruled
over the mountainous region of the kingdom in Semien in the north west –
he was powerful enough to surprise the Yejju rulers by taking over Gonder for
a short time before being forced to retreat with the Yejju offensive – he would
later ally himself with Dejazmach Maru to challenge the Yejju but was betrayed and killed in 1826.
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RAS WIBE : The fiercely ambitious son of
Dejazmach Haile Mariam who would rise to
such prominence, he would take over the entire north by shrewdly playing on the
rivalries of all major rulers. He was so
powerful, he was considered by Europeans
with whom he had amicable relations with as
the future em-peror of the entire kingdom.
He was so sure of his destiny that he brought
in a patriarch from Egypt – a prerequisite for
any emper-or to crown him as KING OF
KINGS.
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Wibe would ally himself with Goshu’s of Gojjam to defeat Ras Ali and his
army – but a premature celebration will doom his victory with the arrival of
Ras Ali’s tardy allies who routed his forces to rob him of the path to
emperorship. Ras Ali, having recovered his crown will force Wibe’s
submission but he will remain defiant before he was ultimately defeated and
killed by Kassa Hailu on his way to take the crown as Emperor Tewodros II.
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THE RULING HOUSE OF GOJJAM – CENTRAL ETHIOPIA.
FATHER AND SONS: DEJAZMACH GOSHU AND TESSEMA.
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The challengers from the center, Dejazmach Goshu would vacillate throughout his reign in Gojjam – switching sides between the many lords and frustrating his enemies, miraculously being able to keep himself alive and guard
his domains for his son, Tessema Goshu, the legitimate child favored by his
wife SAHALU. He would eventually be goaded by the Yejju lords, Ras Ali,
to back their dynasty by facing the rising Kassa
Hailu in battle, losing his life and his domains
to rising future Emperor.
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BIRRU GOSHU: The illegitimate son of Dejazmach Goshu who became the bane of Ras
Ali’s existence who accused him of “Stealing his
wife,”and the Endresse would attack his amba
throughout his reign but Birru would eventually repel the Yejju forces and countless fearsome
challengers in the proximity of Gonder to proclaim himself as the lord of Gojjam. The rising
Kassa Hailu from the west would serve him
against the Yejju as a mercenary before moving
to defeat him and take the amba on his way to the throne as Emperor of the
entire kingdom.

THE RULING HOUSE OF SHOA AND OROMO - SOUTH.
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Banquet And Reception at Negus Shale Selassie’s Palace in Shoa.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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FATHER AND SONS: NEGUS
HAILE-MELAKOT TO MENELK.
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NEGUS HAILE MALAKOT : the inheritor
of the Shoan kingdom from the powerful Sahle Sellasie who has kept his territories aloof
from the game for the thrones, isolating Shoa
from the rest of the empire but his oldest son,
Malakot was forced to relinquish his territories when Emperor Tewodros II finally came
to reunite the south to the rest of the empire.
He died of illness before facing off the emperor, leaving behind his son, Menelik as the
future inheritor of Shoa.
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QUEEN WERQUITOO: The capable ruler of the Oromo in the south who united
her clans and put up a fierce resistance that
frustrated Emperor Tewodros’ forces to no end. His attempt to take over her
territories in the name of unifying the emperor would end in total failure. The
Queen would reclaim Magdella from the emperor who stole it from her after
his death and the British departure.
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MENELIK : The young heir of Haile Malakot
who would be taken as prisoner at the ripe age
of ten by Emperor Tewodros II for safe-keeping
at Magdella, away from the intrigues of the cutthroat Ethiopian politics. He would escape after
a decade of imprisonment and return to Shoa as
the rightful prince after the death of Emperor
Tewodros II and throw his hat in the ring for the
battle of the throne. He is the main character of
the PART III as he becomes Emperor Menelik
tasked with the challenge of defeating the Italians.
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The British Arrvial and Deployment In Zula
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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THE FOREIGNERS: TURKS/EGYPTIANS TO
THE BRITISH
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QUEEN VICTORIA : An aging queen, a decade
removed from her death, would find herself entangled with Emperor Tewodros and his demands for
“European workers.”Although, no longer powerful
in Britain’s political future, she had a large role to
play on the proceeding that would send the greatest
colonial force the African continent has ever seen.
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JOHN BELL: Emperor Tewodros’ most trusted
European ally and “friend,” Bell married an Ethiopian and became the emperor’s chamberlain and
joined his military forces. Emperor Tewodros’ immense understanding of the
outside world was shaped by John Bell’s honest account of world-politics,
particularly of English rule in India and in other parts of Africa. He died
defending the emperor from his enemies, sacrificing himself by taking a
killing blow meant for him, forever earning
a special place in the emperor’s
view of Europeans.
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COUNSEL PLOWDEN: The
official British Counsel sent by
Queen Victoria to serve Ethiopia during Zemena Mesafent,
he was a witness to the all-out
battle for the throne; he put his
faith on Kassa Hailu to emerge
victorious quite early on. He
would later serve him faithfully
once he did become an emper-

Ambush Attack On Plowden and John Bell
.
Stock Image: Schomburg Library
Center for Black Research.
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or as he predicted. Plowden had a favorable view of Emperor Tewodros’ radical changes for his country, he supported him until his death at the hands of
rebels in the north. The emperor would extract a vengeful reprisal on his own
countrymen on behalf of his murder.
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COUNSEL CHARLES DUNCAN CAMERON : A former soldier and captain from the
Indian service sent by the British government
to serve the emperor after the death of Counsel
Plowden, he had bad relations with Emperor
Tewodros, due to the fact that he did not deliver a letter sent to Queen Victoria in a timely
manner as requested, and later, he would raise
suspicions of British betrayal by visiting the
emperor’s arch enemies in Sudan. The emperor
would chain him on Magdella along with the
European missionaries bringing about the full
invasion of his empire by the British empire.
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COUNSEL
HORMUZED RASSAM : An Iraqi born,
Oxford educated British counsel sent to negotiate the release of the Cameron and the
European captives becomes a key participant
in Emperor Tewodros’ final years as he struggled to keep his fledgling force intact, and the
rebellions in check by imploring his representatives to send him modern arms – The refusal
by Britain to do so would result in the imprisonment of Rassam on Magdella with the
rest of the European captives as Emperor Tewodros attempts to force the British to bend
to his will with a show of power.
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THE MISSIONARIES AND ENVOYS
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Missionaries Preaching In Ethiopia
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BRITISH MISSIONARY HENRY STERN :
The prime instigator of Emperor Tewodros’ wrath.
Missionary Stern had insulted the emperor by
belittling his rise to the throne as being illegitimate
but it is his incendiary writing about the poverty
of the emperor’s mother that would lead to his fall
from grace and be chained on Magdella. Emperor
Tewodros would single him out as the worst of the
offenders for his insults on his mother which the
Emperor had fiercely denied as an often repeated
lie and has gone great lengths to defend her dignity by punishing anyone who spoke ill of her.

MR. FLAD AND MRS. FLAD: The married missionaries from Germany
were close to the emperor and lived in relative freedom even after they were
captives on Magella. Emperor Tewodros would entrust and send Mr. Flad on
an important but failed mission to recruit “European workers” for him from
Europe. Having imprisoned all other diplomats, the emperor would entrust
him with delivering his letters to the Europeans as his chosen diplomat.
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THE EMPEROR’S GUN BUILDERS.
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The British Hostages in Megdella
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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SWISS/GERMAN MISSIONARIES:: Emperor Tewodros had accepted
Swiss missionaries from Samule Gobalt, the Angelican bishop of Jerusalem.
Although most arrived with religious gifts, the emperor will later turn to
them and their know-hows and pay them well to build him a small stock of
cannons at his gunfoundary at Gafat by using his own resources collected
from across the empire.
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THEOPHILES WALDMEIER: One of the principal Swiss missionaries, he
was married to Susana Bell, the daughter of the emperor’s
much beloved British servant, John Bell. He would be part
of the small group of missionaries in charge of building
Emperor Tewodros’ cannons at Gafat and later on Magdella
as a prisoner.

THE FRENCH BOULGOURD/THE POLISH
MORTIZ HALL : Mortez Hall, a deserter from the Russian
army and Boulgourd of France were the only two gunsmiths
that entered the emperor’s service. Emperor Tewodros would
install them at Gafat to run his gunfoundary.
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British Troops Storming Magdella.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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THE BRITISH MILITARY.
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GENERAL ROBERT NAPIER : A former engineer who served in India for twenty years, he
will be given full charge of 32,000 British and
Indian troops, on one of the most expensive overseas military operation mounted by Europeans,
to carry out the task of releasing the captives at
Magdella and humble the African king. Napier,
once able to navigate his way by forming alliances
with the emperor’s rivals, the general will refuse
anything short of full surrender from the Emperor, and with final negotiations in tatters, he will
elect to fully assault the Magdella fortress.
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GOVERNOR MEREWETHER : The governor of
Aden, closely involved with the ongoings of British
interests in East Africa. He will become instrumental as
tension begun to grow with the Ethiopian empire, taking the lead in negotiations as well as providing support
for the reconnaissance mission along the Red Sea coast
to find a suitable landing spot for the British force.
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CAPITAIN C. SPEEDY : An adventurer and military-man who served the British
army in India before coming for game hunting in east
Africa. Emperor Tewodros would hire him to train his
military but he would leave his services after having a
falling out. He spoke the Amharic language and would
later be vital as a secret agent sent in to turn regional
rulers against Emperor Tewodros before joining the
main British forces to take part in the take down of the
emperor at Magdella.
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WERNER MUNZINGER : The ambitious member of
the Swiss Federal Council who served any European or
any power that paid him well in the horn of Africa –
From the French Council to the British as a governor
of Massawa -- he was adapt in Ethiopian politics, was
married to an Ethiopian, spoke both Amharic and Arabic and knew Emperor Tewodros personally. His ambition would grow with time, entering the service of
the Egyptian government of Kedive Ismail, involving
himself in their aggression against Ethiopia, long after
Emperor Tewodros’ reign ended, to influence
Ethiopian politics as Kassai Mircha of Tigray took the
throne as Emperor Yohannes IV of Ethiopia.
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The Battle Of Argoge, Magdella.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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EMPEROR YOHANNES IV 1870-1889.
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DEJAZMATCH KASSAI MIRCHA
the ruler of Tigray in the north, who aided the
British expedition against Emperor Tewodros
II by providing them with provisions and guide
support – allowing them to march across his territories in the north, was rewarded with a healthy
stock of rifles and ammunitions after the fall
of the emperor on Magdella. His Tigrean army
would become the best equipped force in the
kingdom and Kassai would swiftly move to take
the throne for himself.

Kassai Being Given a Demonstration Of British Fire-Power.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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When Kassai Mircha was born in 1837, Kassa Hailu, the future Emperor Tewodros II was fourteen years old; by the time Emperor Tewodros
II consolidated power, a young Kassai Mircha would enter his service but
having come from a prestigious aristocratic family, with connection to the
Solomonic line through the powerful Ras Michael Sehul of Tigray, and a
father who was a governor of Tambien – he was destined to become someone important. Kassai was dissatisfied with his low-title of balambarass - a
commander of few warriors - given to him by the Emperor and at 27 years
of age, having successfully subdued all the important Tigrean families in
the north, he decided to rebel against Emperor Tewodros.

Ras Alula Qube, the Commander of Kassai’s Army
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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In only five years, Kassai, aided by one of the greatest military minds
of his generation, ALULA QUBE, a former servant turned a warrior from
Tembien, Kassai had become a formidable force in Tigray. After the death
of Emperor Tewodros on Magdella, in 1869, he consolidated his power and
moved to dispatch his rivals. A resounding victory against the self-proclaimed Wagshum Gobeze as EMPEROR TEKLE-GIORGIS at Adowa
would put the crown on Kassai Mircha who was crowned as the legitimate
emperor in Axum by his chosen name EMPEROR YOHANNES IV .
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Emperor Yohannes IV Recieving British Envoys.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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Emperor Yohannes IV had setout to complete the mission of reuniting the ancient empire that begun with Emperor Tewodros. He would
however reverse policy and use a soft-touch to accomplish much of what
Emperor Tewodros was unable to do with sheer force. He came to terms
with MENELIK of Shoa and TEKLE HAIMANOTT of Gojjam and
removed their attempted rebellion by giving each ruler full control of their
regions. But three years after his reign, the reunification process was interrupted by pressures from the Egyptian armies of ISMAEL PASHA
. Emperor Yohannes moved in to crush them and scored decisive victories against the western led and equipped Egyptians at battle of Gura and
Gundat, destroying half the Egyptian forces and nailing down the coffin
on any Egyptian ambitions in east Africa forever. He managed to use his
popularity as defender of Ethiopia from outsiders to pacify his kingdom
and continue the unification of the empire.
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Once again, it would be the British Empire that would cause a downfall of another Ethiopian emperor. The Hewett Treaty signed with his former friends, the British, would put the emperor in the undesirable position
of applying military pressure on the powerful MAHIDISTS in neighboring Sudan. The Mahidists, under MUHAMMAD AHMADM had
moved to crush Anglo-Egyptian garrisons posted in their homeland. The
risky decision by Emperor Yohannes IV to undertake such a difficult task
was a guarantee he received from the British that in return he would gain
Massawa in the north, the much sought after vital outlet to the Red Sea
for the Ethiopian empire.
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The “Hewett
Treaty” coincided with the
“Scramble for
Africa” following
the Berlin Conference of 1885
Subsequently;
the French took
over Djibouti; the
British colonized
Egypt/Sudan, The
British, anxious
over the unoccuKassai Mircha Meeting with General Napier.
pied strategic port
of Massawa in the east, secretly permitted another European power - the
Italians - to occupy it rather than hand it over to Emperor Yohannes IV as
stipulated under the treaty. The emperor was livid by the British treachery
but was willing to tolerate the Italian occupation, providing that it went no
further while he was on campaign to reunify the empire.
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It was but wishful thinking because the colonial powers had come to
carve up all of Africa amongst themselves as they desired. In 1887, the
Italians pushed further into the Ethiopian highlands and fortified a place
called Sehati in the north. Ras Alula, posted in the north by the Emperor
as the overseer of the troubled region, led repeated attacks on Sehati, culminating in the battle of Dogali in which he completely annihilated an
Italian force of 500 men. The Italians called it a massacre. Their outrage
was felt by all of Europe. In Rome, the government sought to use Dogali to
press expansionist claims. All across Europe, Emperor Yohannes was cast
in the role of a savage and ruthless predator like his predecessor before him
who defied the Europeans. Italian agents were sent in the south to woo
prince Menelik of Shoa and end his reign.

The Battle of Dogali
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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The time tested “Divide and Rule” European policy that has wreaked
havoc across the African continent did not have much an effect on Emperor Yohannes’ rule. He was able to rally his people and all the major regional
leaders against the Italians in the north – Everyone except for Menelik of
Shoa. Emperor Yohannes was about to move on Menelik when he was informed of the Mahidist invasion from the west, a pay-back for his dealings
with the British against them.
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The Mahidist Army In Sudan
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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With the colonial Italians in the north and a worrying Menelik in
the south, the emperor elected to first deal with the Mahidist. The emperor
himself led the battle at Mettma for the victorious Ethiopian side but a
sudden GUNSHOT from a Mahdi sniper would end his reign. The emperor was hit and mortally wounded. He would name his nephew/rumored
secret son as his heir but his untimely death would open the door for the
ascension of Menelik in the south who wasted no time to take the throne
in 1889 as EMPEROR MENELIK II.
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KASSAI MIRCHA/EMPEROR YOHANNES IV : He was just as great a visionary
as Emperor Tewodros II before him, his person
is characterized by unparalleled discipline, both
in life and politics, his commitment to the people and his country and his indefatigable patriotism are on display against enormous challenges
facing his empire. His reign was embroiled in
military struggles – First with the Egyptians,
then Mahdists from Sudan and finally the Italians. At home, after accomplishing reunification,
he would attempt to force the conversions of
pagans and Muslims into Christianity, a misguided policy that would have
repercussions later on with the invasion of the Muslim Mahdists.
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RAS ALULA QUBE : One of the greatest military minds in African history – Alula was the
most trusted general in Emperor Yohannes’ force
– his maneuvering were vital in defeating modern armed and trained Egyptian armies at Gura
and Gundat. He would be appointed by the
Emperor as the governor of the north in Tigray,
putting him face to face with European aggressors who will forever be marked by his devastating BLOWS of resistance for decades. He
led and participated in the many battles for the
independence of Ethiopia, from Dogalie all they
way to Adowa, serving under Emperor Menelik.
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WAGSHUM GOBZE : The inheritor of the central Ethiopian lands, who
quickly moved to establish himself as the next successor after Emperor
Tewodros’ death on Magdella. He had a bigger army than his other rivals
to the throne – Menelik and Kassai Mircha - and would proclaim himself
King of Kings after taking possession of Gonder under the name Emperor Tekle Giorgies. His unrecognized reign, without an official patriarch,
would not last for long – Kassai Mircha would move to crush him and
take the crown as Emperor Yohannes IV.
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NEGUS MENELIK OF SHOA : A former prisoner of Emperor Tewodros who had become the
indisputable ruler of the south. His position was
strongest after the death of Emperor Tewodros and
although his ambition was to fight for the throne,
he did not have the military his rivals possessed;
he would come to terms with Emperor Yohannes
IV but would remain a secret rebel and a constant
threat to the throne from his domains in Shoa.
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NEGUS TEKLE HAIMANOT OF GOJJAM
: The powerful ruler of Gojjam who submitted to
Emperor Yohannes’ forces after much resistance
to later become one of his trusted allies. He would
fight a border war with Menelik of Shoa which
required Emperor Yohannes to intervene and reprimand them. A mahidist invasion from neighboring Sudan would burn his town down and force
Emperor Yohannes to come to his rescue which
would result in his unexpected death at the Battle
of Mettma.
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RAS MICHAEL OF WOLLO : Formally
known as Ras Ali – a Muslim ruler of Wollo–
The Emperor would force his conversion to
Christianity and get his submission. He would
serve the emperor loyally but forever warn of
the miscalculation of forced conversion of his
fellow Muslims by the emperor, which drove
some to flee to Sudan and would later return as
the vanguard of the Mahadist invasion that
would cost Emperor Yohannes IV his life.
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RAS ARAYA SELASSE YOHANNES : The
legitimate son of Emperor Yohannes IV, he was
married to the eldest daughter of Menelik of Shoa, with whom he begot
his son Gugsa Araya Selasse. A commander of a military in the north, he
was in line to succeed his father but in June 1888, while in Mek’ele, gathering an army for his father for a battle with the Mahdists in Sudan, Araya
Selassie Yohannes died of smallpox.
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RAS MEGESHA YOHANNES : The favored inheritor of the crown from Emperor Yohannes IV.
The dying emperor would reveal him to be his SON
and rightful inheritor of the throne on his deathbed but his rivals considered it illegitimate and he
will be forced to submit to Menelik of Shoa but remain a rebel at heart throughout his life.
RAS MICHAEL WOLDE : A rulers of Hammassan, who will defect
after Emperor Yohannes removed him from his post to install Ras Alula as
the governor of the north. He would swear vengeance on the Emperor and
Ethiopia in general, switching alliances against his countrymen and becoming a rebel by joining the Egyptians.
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THE EGYPTIANS AND THEIR AGENTS.
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The Western Trained Egyptian Army In Alexanderia / Ethiopia
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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KHEDIVE ISMAIL PASHA : The ambitious son of
Muhammad Ali who ruled over Egypt and Sudan; he
shared the aggressive expansionist outlook of his father
– heavily indebted to Europeans for his modernization
efforts; he would cast his eyes on the Ethiopian empire
and the Nile basin for conquest. His armies would suffer
tremendous defeats at the hands of Emperor Yohannes
and after his forces were decimated at the battle of Gundat and Gura, Ismail ends his Egyptian ambitions in the
horn of Africa.
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GENERAL WILIAM C. LORING : An ex-confederacy American military man who served for nine years in the army of
Isma’il Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt. He joined with about fifty Union and
Confederate veterans and was one of the commanders during an Egyptian
invasion of Ethiopia. The campaign against Emperor Yohannes in Ethiopia ended in disaster at the Battle of Gura, and the Egyptians blamed the
Americans for their loss.
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WERNER MUNZINGER : Ismail would install the mercurial
Swiss adventurer as governor of
his newly acquired land from the
Turks in East Africa – Massawa
– Munzinger, following the European blue-print of “Divide and
Conquer” would setout to deliver a
shipment of firearms to the rebellious Menelik of Shoa but his forces were
intercepted and annihilated by Emperor Yohannes IV, costing him his own
life before reaching his objective.
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THE RETURN OF THE BRITISH
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ADMIRAL WILLIAM HEWETT : The commander in chief and a
onetime governor of Sudan for the Egyptians will enter into the Ethiopian empire as a special envoy to negotiate the infamous Hewett Treaty
with Emperor Yohannes in which, the emperor, in
exchange for free transit of guns and ammunition
through Massawa, would grant access for the successful evacuation of the Egyptian garrisons that
had been trapped in southern Sudan by the revolt
of the Mahdists against the Egyptian rulers.
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GENERAL GORDON : Commander of the
British forces in neighboring Sudan, he would be
the first to foresee the dangers of handing Massawa to the Italians. He would later be sent by the
Egyptians to make peace with the Ethiopians, but
their demand for the return of the contested lands
of Bogos after their defeat will end in failure. The
Mahdists in Sudan killed him in 1885 on his return.
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THE MAHDIST AND THE SUDAN RETALIATION
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MUHAMMAD AHMAD/THE MAHDI :
The messianic rebel who rose to power during
the widespread resentment by the Sudanese
population of the oppressive policies of the
Egyptian/British rulers - he would retaliate
against the fervently Christian Emperor Yohannes for allowing the evacuations of Egyptians through his territories. The Mahdist
would defeat the forces of Tekle Haimanot in
the west in Gojjam and sack Gonder and burn
it to the ground, instigating the conflict that
would ultimately claim the Emperor’s life.
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OSMAN DINGA : A follower of Muhammad Ahmad and his greatest military commander, he would
engage Ras Alula and his forces in the north west –
Although Ras Alula defeated his forces at Kufit – it
was the beginning of an escalation of warfare between Sudan and Ethiopia.
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THE ITALIANS ARE COMING
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COLONEL TOMASO De CRISTOFORIS : A commander of a
small garrison of 540 Italian soldiers
sent as a reinforcement force to a
fortified territory within the Ethiopian empire - Sehati – he would
suffer a complete annihilation at the
hands of Ethiopian forces led by Ras
Alula. The Italians would call it a
The Battle Of Dogali
massacre and use the infamous “Dogali massacre” as an excuse to win over public opinion and build up their
military and extract vengeance and invade the Ethiopian empire.
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GOVERNOR BALDRESA : The governor
of Massawa who believed in using the local war
lords in Ethiopia against each other to expand
his territory. He was posted after Italy suffered
a great humiliation at the battle of Dogali and
charged with pursuing an aggressive policy
against the defiant Ethiopians.
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COUNT PIETRO ANTONELLI : A longtime resident in Shoa, an agent sent from Italy
to groom the young prince Menelik to rebel
against Emperor Yohannes and take the throne.
He would gift him firearms from Italy in hopes for better relations with
the Italian government in the future.
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GENERAL ORIESTIE BARATIERIE : The
soon to be commander of all of East Africa. He
was sent to replace governor Baldressa and
pursue a more aggressive military expansion into
the Ethiopian highlands for an eventual domination of the empire. He would lead an effective assault on Kassala against the Mahdists and
capture important strategic positions within the
Ethiopian highlands. It was the beginning of a
full out invasion by Italy to colonize Ethiopia.
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The Battle Of Mattimma where Emperor Yohannes was Mortally Shot.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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EMPEROR MENELIK 1890-1900.
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EMPEROR MENELIK was born in
1844 in the kingdom of Shoa, destined to
inherit one of the wealthiest regions in the
empire. From a young age, he was expected to rule as a king and to contend for the
throne in the future but by 1856, Emperor
Tewodros II had led his forces against his
father, HAILE MELEKOT, who submitted
and subsequently died
of illness.
At twelve,
Menelik,
was taken by Emperor Tewodros and
imprisoned to prevent any aspirations of
a Shoan challenger. After nine years of
incarceration at Magdella, Menelik managed to escape with the help of Shoan
royals and Oromo supporters from outside. Upon his return to Shoa, his people
rallied behind him and made him their
prince but in 1877, Emperor Yohannes’
formidable forces had come to Shoa and
Menelik had no choice but to submit and
The Coronation of Emperor Menelik
secure his position in the south.
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Before the sudden death of Emperor Yohannes and his ascension to
the throne, on May 2, 1889, the Shoan king Menelik had signed “The Treaty of Wichale” with the Italians, who had been grooming him to overthrow
Emperor Yohannes by supplying him with weapons in a Divide and Conquer ploy – Menelik, in return, had promised them some land in the war
torn north in Tigray. The Italians drafted a treaty to be signed and count
Antonelli was quickly sent to Shoa with additional letters from the Italian
KING UMBERTO and PRIME MINISTER CRISPI .

Emperor Menelik Meeting With italian Enovy.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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The European colonizers, hell bent on full conquest of Africa, tried to
trick Menelik by having two different versions of the Wichale Treaty; the
Italian version effectively making Ethiopia a protectorate of the Kingdom
of Italy in the future. Upon the discovery that he had been cheated, the
now Emperor Menelik, furious at the Italians manipulation to take over
his empire, fully rejected the treaty, igniting the fire that would lead to an
eventual war with the Italians.
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1/2. Ras Mekonnen Signing An Extension to The Wichale Treaty.
3. Italians Advancing in Tigray.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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The Italians, angered by Emperor Menelik’s stance ordered GENERAL ORESTE BARATIERI, the
governor of their new colony in East
Africa in – Eriteria – to move on him
and retaliate. Baratieri and his Italian
troops easily captured Adigrat, Adowa
and Mekelle from the Ethiopians and
an over confident General Baratieri
lionized as “The Conquering Hero”
on his return visit to Italy proclaimed
to Rome that he would soon bring
the African Emperor Menelik “…in a
cage”.

en

General Baratieri Being Honored
In Rome.
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Unbeknown to him, Emperor
Menelik, a politically shrewd ruler
had successfully countered the Italian advance by liaising with all his
different rivals from across the kingdoms and had their full cooperation
– even going as far as thwarting the
Italian’s aggressive attempt on turning RAS MENGESHA – the son
of the late Emperor Yohannes IV
against him.

General Baratieri Advancing In
Northern Ethiopia.
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The protracted conspiracy by Europeans against the Ethiopian empire had only intensified the deep-rooted hatred of outsiders attempting to
take over their realms – it activated and galvanized the mighty force and
indomitable spirit of Ethiopians that have resisted outside conquest time
and time again – from the PORTUGUESE, the TURKS, the
EGYPTIANS and now the ITALIANS – as the European colonizers of
East Africa, looking to claim their share in the SCRAMBLE FOR
AFRICA advanced on them.
The Ethiopians, a
multinational society
compromising many
ethnic groups, would
come together on the
battlefields, in defiance
of aggression and imperialism, to score a series of victories against
the Italians -

1/2. Zemecha, Ethiopian Army Mobilization.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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First at the battle of Amba Alge.

The Battle Of Amba Alage.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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Then at the battle of Mekelle –

The Battle for Mekelle.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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And, On March 2nd, 1896 when the newly reinforced Italian army
of 20,000 troops, embarrassed by those loses to Africans and desperate to
earn back their racial pride, advanced to attack the main Ethiopian force
camped at Adowa – the Ethiopians crushed them, destroyed half of the
Italian fighting force in a total rout. THE BATTLE OF ADOWA was
one of the greatest victories of an African nation over a European army.
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The Battle Of Adowa.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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Emperor Menelik’s victory was so complete that Italy and the rest of
the world were forced to recognize Ethiopia’s full independence. As the
news of the major victory spread, black people, not only in the colonized
Africa but all over the world rejoiced. Ethiopia became a symbol of the
struggle for freedom for blacks everywhere. The Battle of Adowa raised the
status of an African nation to an equal partner in the world community, a
fulfillment of Emperor Tewodros’, Emperor Yohannnes’ and Emperor Menelik’s vision for their empire – the event ignited a lasting flame of hope
of freedom and independence in the hearts and souls of black Africans
throughout the world.
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EMPEROR MENELIK II : A prisoner of
Emperor Tewodros as a boy and a defiant rebel to Emperor Yohannes, the Negus of Shoa
would embody both their qualities and more
– known as Emye Menelik, for his forgiving
nature and selfless deeds and patience to seek
peace through negotiation, his consolidation of
internal power will lead him to the great international prestige after he shocked the world by
defeating the Italians at the battle of Adowa. A
visionary just as the two previous emperors –
politically savvy both at home and internationally, Menelik fulfilled their dreams by expanding the Ethiopian empire to its modern day boundaries, repelling colonists
by uniting his rivals, and carried out some of the modernization that will
transform the ancient nation for centuries to come.

Emperor Menelk’s Reception of Europeans At his Court.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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EMPRESS TAITU BITUEL : One of the
most astute and powerful woman in Ethiopian history – she hails from a wealthy family
in Semien in north with Yejju Oromo roots; she
was married four times before she wedded her
fifth husband, Negus Menelik. In him, she saw
her own ambitions for royal destiny – she offered wealth, political smarts and connection to
the lands of the rivals Menelik would have to
win to take the throne. She would become “…
his light” as an empress, deeply suspicious of
foreigners, she held a hard line against the Italians, unraveling their
decep-tions as negotiations broke down. Empress Taitu marched north
with the imperial army, commanding her own force – and was key player
in what unfolded before and after the Adowa victory.

Empress Taitu And Her Army on The March.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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RAS MEKONNEN OF HARRAR : A consummate diplomat for the Ethiopian empire,
Mekonnen was also the cousin of Emperor Menelik and the father of the world renowned Emperor HAILE SELLASE. He was 35 years old
when Menelik installed him as a governor of the
walled city of Harar – young, charming, loyal,
and adopt with dealings with Europeans, long
before his departure to Italy, Mekonnen had already acquired a cosmopolitan polish that would
qualify him as Ethiopia’s premiere statesman.
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His enemies would accuse of
treason as tensions grew between
Ethiopia and the Italians and
he would prove himself on the
many battlefields as a warrior
and shed blood for his country .

Ras Mekonnen the Warrior

Ras Mekonnen the Diplomat
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RAS MENGESHA YOHANNES OF
TIGRAY : The main target of the Italians
attempt to “Divide and Rule” – after countless vacillation, his opposition to emperor
Menelik’s legitimacy will slowly erode as
the emperor’s forces drove up north while
the invading Italians pushed south across
his border – Mengesha, about to crushed by
both, wisely decided to join his countrymen
and submit to the emperor. He was the first
ruler to face-off against the invading Italians.
He would suffer defeat at the battle of Koatit
against them but gain impressive victories
at the battle of Amba Alage and of course at
Adowa as one of the great generals leading his kitet army from Tigray.

Ras Mengesha Leading his Tigray Army At the Battle of Koatit
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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RAS ALULA QUBI : The legendary warrior and
general who had served Emperor Yohannes IV faithfully and who, upon the death of the emperor, shifted
those loyalties to the son – Ras Mengesha Yohannes
– without any hesitation would join Mengesha in
submitting to Emperor Menelik to fight his hated enemies, the Italians. His military expertise on
the battlefield will again be crucial for the success
of the Imperial army which he led against the wellequipped and modern Italian army.
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RAS DERGE : The uncle to Emperor Menelik and
a governor of Arai, he will be called back to the new
capital in Addis Abeba to become one of the emperor’s most trusted advisors. Political intrigue with the
Italians will find him when he becomes in charge
of the capital as a deputy when the emperor and
empress left on the northern march to fight Italy at
Adowa. They promised emperorship to his grand-son
– Lij Gugsa – whom they had brought back from
Italy with the intention of usurping the throne but
Derge steadfastly refused their offers.
NEGUS TEKLE HAIMANOT OF GOJJAM :
Once a fierce enemy of prince Menelik – he would
become a supporter of Emperor Menelik – resisting countless attempts by Italian agents who were
aware of his past battles with Menelik, and hoping
to turn him against him with false promises of putting him on the throne. He will respond to Emperor Menelik’s call to war by raising 30,000 of his
Gojjam troops who played a major part in the decisive victory at the battle of Adowa.
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RAS MICHAEL ALI OF WOLLO : The ruler of
Wollo who had converted from Islam to Christianity
will find himself as a much sought after rebel against
the emperor by the Italians. The emperor, feeling the
pressure, would give him his daughter as his bride
to tie him closer to the throne. Ras Michael would
show his gratitude by deploying his fierce Oromo
horsemen as the backbone of the Imperial cavalry
forces that would be vital at the battle of Adowa.

The fierce oromo Cavalry of Wollo.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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DEJAZMACH BALCHA SAFO :
Rescued at a battlefield and brought back
to the capital by Emperor Menelik – the
non-aristocratic eunuch Oromo-warrior
would show particular skill in military
exercises, catching the emperor’s attention, who would later promote him as
the commander of his cannon-force. His
legend would grow after his impressive
showings at the “Siege of Mekelle” when
he bombarded the Italians to surrender
then at the “Battle of Adowa” as one of
the decisive factors in the outcome of the
battle.

[63]

Ethiopian Artillery Deployed At The Battle Of Adowa.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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FITWARI GEBEYENU
GORA : A young and charismatic warrior who would give
the Ethiopians their first taste
of victory against the Italians by
single handedly instigating the
battle of Amba Algae. He would
be reprimanded by Emperor
Menelik for starting a war without orders but would later be
in charge of the emperor’s vanguard army that would face off
against the full Italian force at
Adowa – he dies fighting with his countrymen on the battlefield.
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ALFERD ELG : A polyglot Swiss
engineer who had loyally served the
emperor by constructing him pavilions
in his new capital and a modern water duct for his palace – would be later
deployed by Emperor Menelik on a
parallel mission to Europe, to win the
hearts and minds of Europeans for the
Ethiopian cause before he embarked on
war. The Ethiopian married Elg, played
a critical role in Europe building sympathy for Ethiopia by directing pitiless
criticism on Italy in Europe, and warning the disastrous colonial adventurers
on the African continent, to earn his
place as an anti-colonial Ethiopian hero.
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BAHTA HAGOS : For years prior to the arrival
of the Italians in the highlands. Bahta had lived a
life of a bandit, he and his men had pounced on
caravans making their way between Massawa and
the Red Sea coast in the foreign controlled Eriteria. With the arrival of the Italians, he would first
strike a deal with them in exchange for them guaranteeing his authority in the region. But later, he
will be the first Ethiopian to recognize their full
plans for conquest and ferment a rebellion against
them that will lead to his death at the hands of
Major Toselli – the Italian governor of Massawa.
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SULTAN OF AUSSA/MUHHAMAD HENFERI: One of the very few
enemies of Emperor Menelik who defected to the Italians and promised
to attack the imperial army from behind once the Italians begun to engage
them in the north. Emperor Menelik will order two of his generals to burn
down Aussa as his armies passed through it on their way to Adowa.
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HAGOS TEFERAI/RAS SEBHAT
: Lifelong enemies of Ras Mengesha in
Tigray, they both defected to the Italian
side after being freed by them from Ras
Mengesha’s prison on Amba Algea and fully
committed their forces for the Italian cause.
However, as Emperor Menelik moved up
north to challenge the Italians, they will defect once again, refusing to fight their emperor – the information they provided the
Imperial commanders about the Italian forces and communication wires, coupled with their ability to raise their provinces against the foreign force was a big blow to the Italians, forcing them
to advance before their eventual defeat at the Battle of Adowa.
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THE ITALIAN CHARACTERS.
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1/2. Italian Troops Marching/Deployed for An attack.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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PRIME MINISTER CRISPI : One of the
architects of the reunification of the Italian
Kingdom, hailed as the greatest parliamentary statesmen of Italy and recognized as one of
the chief political figures in Europe – Prime
Minister Crispi has come to personify Italy’s
colonial ambitions in East Africa. His political
career was defined by his impulsiveness and
autocratic temperament that would come to
shatter to pieces with the devastating loss at
the Battle of Adowa. He would raise millions
in funds to realize his dream of a colonized
“Italy East Africa” – intimidating Emperor Menelik and goading his generals to full assault even when the situations on the ground were dire for
victory.

1/2. Prime Minster Crispi At a Ball / Addressing Congress.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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COUNT PIETRO ANTONELLI : The count
who had cultivated a relationship with Menelik
over the years in Shoa would look to cash in as the
man he bet on early becomes the ruler of all of
Ethiopia. He presented the emperor with the duplicitous “Wichale Treaty,” using it to springboard
his career to become the foreign minister of Italy.
He would be
called back
to Ethiopia
to convince
the emperor
to accept the Treaty – leading to the
famous showdown with Empress
Taitu over Article 17 of the treaty in
which he threatens the royals with a
Empress Taitu Confronting Count
WAR with Italy.
Antonelli on The Wichale Treaty..
KING UMBERTO : The conservative king of
Italy threw his full weight behind Italy’s attempt
of colonial expansion into the horn of Africa.
King Umberto, outraged by the “Dogali massacre”
under Emperor Yohannes’ reign, would support
the conquest of Ethiopia by any means necessary.
He was part of the “Wichale Treaty” ruse to cheat
“…his friend,” Emperor Menelik by making him
sign documents that effectively made Ethiopia, an Italian protectorate. He would later host
Ras Mekonnen at his palace for the signature
of another fake document that expanded Italy’s
land holdings on the Ethiopian highlands in the
north.
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COUNT AUGUSTO SALIMBENI: A temporary replacement as the diplomat to serve
Emperor Menelik with Antonelli’s promotion
– the gossipy Italian engineer known across the
Ethiopian kingdoms, Salimbeni will inadvertently expose the treachery of Italy by presenting Emperor Menelik with letters written to
him from Queen Victoria of England in which
she informs the emperor that his country is
now a protectorate of the Italian kingdom.
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MAJOR PIETRO FELTER : An old hand
in Ethiopian affairs, he was a merchant with a
long experience in Ethiopia
before he became the Italian’s go to guy to negotiate
with Emperor Menelik every
single time they found themselves in a tight spot. Felter
was known to all the principalities of the Emperor’s court
– although he was not trusted
by the Ethiopians, he was at
least familiar – so he was often sent to negotiate, under
false pretenses, the most
principal of his efforts was the
full surrender of Major
Galliano and his troops after
being besieged by the
Ethiopians for three months
The Siege At Mekelle That lasted for
Three months.
at Mekelle.
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GENERAL ORESTE BARATIERI : Born in
south Trentino when Italy was under Austrian rule,
young Baratieri would join Giuseppe Garibald’s
Red Shirts at the age of 17 to fight and unite Italy.
Success on the battlefield will inspire him to pursue a military career; he became a Captain in the
army, was promoted to the rank of major in 1876;
he ran for election in Brescia, won, and served in
the Chamber of Rome for twenty years. It is here
that he came under the influence of imperialists
that would lead him to full authority of Italy’s colonial military in East
Africa. Premature success
on the battlefield against the
Mahdists and Ras Mengesha in northern Ethiopia
will embolden him for full
conquest of the Ethiopian
empire – goaded by Prime
Minster Crispi whom he
promised to bring Emperor Menelik “in a cage” and
forced by his impatient military commanders, he would
advance on the Imperial
army encamped on Adowa
and suffer a devastating defeat that will end his military
career and ruin his reputation, his regrets forever hunting him until his death at an
General Barattieri’s Isloated Flank At
old age.
Adowa.
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By the time the imperial
vanguard army of 30,000 rolled
into the position to take back
Amba Algea, Major Toselli and
his troops were isolated from the
main force. They were
annihilated by the Ethiopians,
earning Ras Mengesha and the
Ethiopian generals their first
victory against the Italians. His
death however will have him
canonized as an apotheosis, military tunes were sang in his name
to recruit more soldiers, he will
be given a status of a sacrificial
hero by Europeans all over the
continent and in Italy he would
be used to drum up full invasion
of Ethiopia by King Umberto
and Prime Minister Crispi.
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MAJOR PIETRO TOSELLI : One of the key
figures in Italy’s colonial mad-dash towards south
of the Ethiopian highlands – he played a part in
defeating Ras Bahta and Ras Mengesha’s armies
and was convinced that a big push south would
destabilize Emperor Menelik’s rule by fermenting
rebellion. It’s this belief that will lead to his aggressive and defiant take over of Amba Algea, a
key mountainous position in the south.

Major Toselli’s And His Army Annailated at Amba
Algea.
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his high-commander General Baratieri. He will keep
undermining Barateri’s orders by starting his own war
with the Mahedists, forcing
Baratieri who considered him
a hothead, a dangerous and
reckless military mind, to
reign him in by taking away
his best troops and transferring them to General Albertone, forever earning him his
enmity. Their tense relationship will play out on the battlefields, in a constant friction
that will cascade down all the
way to the end at the Battle
of Adowa.
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A defiant commander who hails from aristocratic military tradition – Arimondi was
determined to win glory on the battlefields
in Africa. He was considered belligerent,
a more aggressive commander than Major
Toselli with whom he had bitter personal differences. Although he was the person most
directly responsible for the Amba Algae disaster by not sending reinforcements to Major
Toselli in time, he would shift the blame on

Arimondi's Italian Flanks Isolated At Adowa.
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Galliano would have been annihilated if it was not for a false
diplomatic negotiation that once
again promised Emperor Menelik the abolition of the “Wichale
Treaty” that allowed the evacuation of the Italian troops from
Mekelle and hand back the fort to
the Ethiopians. When the news
reached Rome, Galliano was canonized as a hero, promoted to the
rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He
would aggressively favor a full
assault on the imperial army at
Adowa that would doom him and
his “golden boys” who were all
killed on the battlefield.
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GENERAL GIUSEPPE GALLIANO :
The son of an officer regarded as a master
of military science – he rose in the military
ranks in Africa with successive campaigns
against the Mahdists and the Ethiopians by
taking part in the northern expansion. He
would be posted on the Enda Yesus church
– a strong fort on Mekelle – with his officers
and “golden boys,” his native Askari troops. It
is here that an overwhelmingly superior imperial force, under the command of Ras Mekonnen would lay a three month siege.
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Albertone had a complete
disdain for Africans, and
particularly Emperor Menelik’s forces and was convinced
that the imperial army would
collapse at the first resolute
use of Italian force. His eagerness for a showdown with
the full force of Emperor
Menelik’s army would result in his reckless advance
at Adowa which will lead to
the annihilation of his forces
within the first few hours of
the beginning of the battle of
Adowa.
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GENERAL MATTEO ALBERTONE : Another general that came from the partisan aristocratic families of Piedmont in northern Italy
– Proud, nervous, chatty, intemperate, troublesome, his portrait show a man with a high forehead with a hard gaze with a regal air. Alberone
was certain of his destiny for greatness, and he
believed his extraordinary talents were being
wasted in Eritrea and Ethiopia.

Italian Troops On Retreat.
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Like Albertone, he believed
the Ethiopian imperial army
would disintegrate at the
first full assault by Italian
might. He will never have a
chance to engage the Ethiopians in full assault for he
was out-maneuvered by Ras
Alula, who lead Damorbida’s
forces down the wrong path,
then trapped his advancing
forces away from the main
Italian body – Isolating them
throughout the battle of Adowa before turning the full
force of Ethiopian might on
them for the complete annihilation of his forces as they
attempted to retreat.
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GENERAL VITTRIO DABOMIDA
: Dabormida came from a noble northern
Italian linage, and he was groomed to be
a military officer and would turn out to be
much more – a scholar of military strategy and tactics, a published author of pamphlets and books on military history and
the principles of national defense. Whatever
reservations he might have had about the
expansion to create a colonial Italian East
Africa, they were trumped by an aristocratic
commitment to honor his linage.
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GENENRAL GIUSEPPE ELLENA : The
last arrival of the four generals at the Italian
camp at Sauria was sent to lead the reinforcement soldiers from Italy – General Ellena, the
oldest of the generals, at fifty years old, brought
with him the frustration of the elites in Rome
who were impatient for victory and to avenge
the setbacks the Italians has suffered at Amba
Algea and Mekelle. The last to speak at the final meeting of the Italian generals before their
decision to attack the imperial army camped at
Adowa, he deferred to the judgment of his colleagues who all supported to advance for a surprise assault. He would lead the reserve force at
the battle of Adowa, as a final witness of the rout suffered by the Italians.

Italian Artillery At the Battle Of Adowa.
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A NOTE ON EPISODES AND STRUCTURE.
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The Adowa series is based on an upcoming "Lion's of Africa"
antology of illustrated books about the three Emperors who founded the
modern Ethiopian state between 1820 –1896, and although they are the
key players through which the story of the series unfolds, giving us the
back bone of a linear structure based on historical facts, it also features a
complex mosaic of intercutting points of view among various of the large
and diverse cast of Ethiopian as well as foreign players.
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The cast will not always remain the same of course: The end of each
season will feature transitional episodes in which most of the old characters we have followed for the previous episodes will die, and new ones will
be introduced. Some in the likes of RAS ALULA, RAS MENGESHA
and others for the Ethiopians and MUNZINGER and COUNT ANTONELLI for the foreigners will continue on to serve the coming emperors and European powers; most importantly, the natural progression of the
story itself – in which the key players interact with each other will ensure a
smooth transition to each season.
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The future EMPEROR MENELIK was a prisoner of EMPEROR
TEWODROS II as a child and sequestered on Megdella for ten years
– The future EMPEROR YOHANNES IV served EMPEROR TEWODROS before becoming a rebel – this connections will give the series
a kind of relay race feel to it with one emperor passing the baton to the
next all the way on the road to Adowa – with each emperor being confronted with mounting aggression as colonizers begun to advance on the
African continent; with the Italian’s moving on the final conquest of the
only independent African nation left standing before suffering a decisive
victory by the united Ethiopians under EMPEROR MENELIK .
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1/2. Emperor menelik and Empress Taitu At a Celebratory Banquet/
Meeting Diplomats And Envoys For Negotiation After their Victory
At Adowa.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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A GAME CHANGER IN STORYTELLING.
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• The Adowa series aims to tell nothing less than a complete and authoritative story of the African continent’s experience before, during, and
after the advent of colonialism. Adowa represents the height of the African
resistance movement against colonialism and white supremacy, and the
events in this series explore the signal event that ushered in the era of the
end of the colonial powers on the African continent, and as such Adowa
is unlike anything that ever been shown about the black resistance movements in any form until this date.
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• Adowa features African characters living in diverse African societies with a distinct political/religious and cultural structure that is rarely
explored with any complexity. The point of view for most of the series is
through generations of Ethiopians before and after the continents encounter with European colonizers. It differs from all other television series
about the African continent in likes of “Shaka Zulu” “Roots” and other presentation of Africans and their descendants in that we do not force a European/outsider lens onto the African story.
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• Adowa does not seek to valorize Ethiopian emperors, individuals
and regions or push the idea of the Ethiopian past as being exceptional
than other traditions – the events in the series will examine the regional
politics of the time which were going through a transition of greater unity through warfare that was forever interrupted by the arrival of colonial
powers on the African continent. Adowa seeks to trace the events that
has resulted in the fracture we see unfolding in the Ethiopian state today.
• Race relations is the major theme of the series but it is so radically
different from anything that has been shown before in that the Ethiopians,
with 3000 years of history as masters of their domains, with half a millennium relations with outsider civilizations, never saw themselves as lesser
than anyone even as it became evident the feeling was not mutual when
the European colonizers, hell bent on conquest moved in to destroy them.
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1. Defeated Italians leaving.
2/3 Three Thousands italian Prisoners Freed After negotiations Revoking The Wichale Treaty And Recognziaing The Indpendence of
Ethiopia.
Stock Images: Schomburg Library Center for Black Research.
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• As evident from some of the images provided in this document, the
Adowa series will not be cheap. But Ethiopia is a nation frozen in time
and most of the location of the Adowa story unfolds in isolated mountains
and regions that have remained relatively unchanged. The hills and valleys
of California can double as the Ethiopian highlands but the better option
would be to follow the “Beasts of no nation” formula and use African labor
for the thousands of African Extras by shooting it on location in Ethiopia
for authenticity as well as supporting the local Ethiopian film production.
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• Unlike “Marco Polo” or “Rome” and many other epic series runs
which begun to fizzle out after strong showing, the Adowa story is a three
part limited series with a potential for experimenting with a release of a
motion picture to conclude the series. The final march of Emperor Menelik against the Italians in 1896 features THREE MAJOR encounters, with
thousands of warriors battling against well armed Italian soldiers in three
different locations - At Amba Algae, Mekelle and finally at Adowa - the epic
scope of these showdowns are more appropriate for the BIG SCREEN
than the SMALL SCREEN. Once the audience discovers the significance
of this game changing series, they will be begging to see the epic story unfold in theaters. This is evident with fans demanding a “Dead-Wood” movie
or other limited great runs like the “The Sopranos” but never been exploited
to effect but with Adowa, with a the built in EPICNESS of the final encounters will deliver on the promise of an unforgeable finale.
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• With race-based populism and white supremacy sweeping across
the globe in our time, with African nations stroking the fire of regionalism
and the Western world succumbing to their ugly past of outright bigotry,
the Adowa story which takes on the divisive African regionalism and the
fascist ideology of the Italians head-on and obliterates them, is a timely
project that aims to become a seismic cultural event.
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The story of Adowa as it had always done so in the past as the black
world began to rise with a dignified resistance, will always capture the unspoken zeitgeist movement of any culture of resistance against aggression.
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It’s time for the world to see the Adowa story unfold on the screens.
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The End.

